
Kodomo-anime is made for children. Dobycy says about men-like creatures with 

moustache, paws and tails. Hentai. Because of this genre anime is not a cartoon 

especially for children. This is a painted porno. Hentai is divided into 2 subgenres: 

uri and yaoi.
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CHINESE DRAGONS

Chinese culture is very interesting and mysterious. Today I want to speak 

about Chinese dragons. To my mind it’s a worth term of speaking.Dragons are 

curious creatures... creatures that permeate every facet of almost every culture 

around the world. Dragons are cunning, wise, resourceful, keen, humble, and of 

course, frightening. The world over has sought for the modem dragon... a cause 

maligned due to the arrogance of man... thinking first, dragons are but a myth, and 

second, that man is the greatest, most intelligent creature on earth. As a result, man 

has forgotten the ancient dragon spirit... Many legends, many lives... Dragons have 

survived the wrath of countless centuries, even those before Christ. These 

survivors, far superior to their "would-be captors", have often pondered this one 

question more than most...

So, what is a dragon? What do you know about them? Generally most 

people think of a large lizard. When they hear the word “dragon”, however there 

are many other things which include the word “dragon” in the their name that have 

nothing to do with the mythological creature. This includes komodo dragons (the 

largest lizard in the world) and bearded dragons (household pets, per se) for 

example. The various figures now called dragons most likely have no single origin,



but spontaneously came to be in several different cultures around the world, based 

loosely on the appearance of a snake and possibly fossilized dinosaur remains.

The Chinese dragon looks like a combination of many animals. For the 

Chinese people, Dragons were described visually as a composite of parts from nine 

animals:

• The head of a camel.

• The horns of a deer.

• The eyes of a devil.

• The neck of a snake.

• The abdomen of a clam.

• The scales of a carp.

• The claws of an eagle.

• The paws of a tiger.

• The ears of an ox.

Deer horns, as deer are ridden by the imortals and represent longevity and 

good luck.Tigers eyes - the tiger is the king of the beasts, mighty and strong. 

Catfish whiskers, to represent the material wealth. (Catfish are an essential part of 

the Spring festival meal). A humans beard, as a symbol of intelligence and 

talent.(The longer the beard the wiser you are).The segmented body represents a 

snake.


